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THIS POINTS ARE VERY MAIN PART OF SELF
INTRODUCTION:
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1. Start with a smile on your face & give details about Name, Place after
greeting.
2. If necessary only add your family details.
3. Tell about your educational details.
4. Share about why you Joint career jyoti education.
5. About your Project in Brief.
6. The person who inspired you a lot.
7. Then about your interests/hobbies.
8. Also how you will spend your time when you are free.
9. Tell about skills.
10.about career jyoti education.
11. Then conclude by saying THANKS to the Person who is listening to
you.
As a fresher, I don't have any working experience, but I will prove once the
opportunity comes.
FOR EXAMPLE:1
Good morning mam/sir.
It's my pleasure to introduce my self..well, I'm Rehana born and raised in
Anantapur.
I have done my schooling in Little flower Montessori English Medium High
School with 77% ,then i did my plus 12 from S.S.B.N junior college with
77.7% and now i'm pursuing my final year B.tech from Anantha Lakshmi
Institute of Technology and Sciences Anantapur with an aggregate of
78.33%
My strengths are my attitude that i like to take challenges that I CAN do
it,my way of thinking that i take both success and failure in a balanced
manner..
I dont like to say weakness but i like to say scope for improvement that is
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iwont leave any ask in completely,i believe in my self and my hard work
and i want perfection in every thing.
My short term goal is i want a such a platform where i can grow my career
along with the organisation growth like yours and
My Long term goal is i want to be one of the reason for the success of the
organisation and i want to seeyourorganisation as a bench mark to other
organisations.
My ethic is "i never neglect an opportunity for my improvement".
thats all about me sir....thank you for giving me such a wonderful
oppurtunity
FOR EXAMPLE:1
Well, good morning sir/madam,
Hi Friends, my name is shivajiraopatil from Hyderabad. I parsuing my BTech in stream of computer science and engineering from nict college, xxx
with aggregate 65%. I have completed HSC from GURU BASAVA junior
college with aggregate of 6% and SSC from Pratibha we. N. High school
with aggregate 73%.
We are five in my family. My father is a private employee and my mother
is a homemaker. I have two sibblings.
About my achievements, I never made any achievements at state level. But
in my schooling I got certificate in singing level competition. In college I got
NSS certificate which I participated as volunteer in my 1st year of
engineering.
My strengths are hardworker, self motivating and dedicated towards my
work. And also I'm a good learner as well as teacher.
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My hobbies are making crafts, painting, surfing net.
My short term goal to get placed in well reputed company.
My long term goal to palced in any mnc company and give my best to your.
Organisation.
.
As a fresher, I don't have any working experience, but I will prove once the
opportunity comes.
FOR EXAMPLE:1
Good morning mam/sir.
It's my pleasure to introduce my self..well, I'm Rehana born and raised in
Anantapur.
I have done my schooling in Little flower Montessori English Medium High
School with 77% ,then i did my plus 12 from S.S.B.N junior college with
77.7% and now i'm pursuing my final year B.tech from Anantha Lakshmi
Institute of Technology and Sciences Anantapur with an aggregate of
78.33%
My strengths are my attitude that i like to take challenges that I CAN do
it,my way of thinking that i take both success and failure in a balanced
manner..
I dont like to say weakness but i like to say scope for improvement that is
iwont leave any ask in completely,i believe in my self and my hard work
and i want perfection in every thing.
My short term goal is i want a such a platform where i can grow my career
along with the organisation growth like yours and
My Long term goal is i want to be one of the reason for the success of the
organisation and i want to seeyourorganisation as a bench mark to other
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organisations.
My ethic is "i never neglect an opportunity for my improvement".
thats all about me sir....thank you for giving me such a wonderful
oppurtunity
FOR EXAMPLE:2
My name is XXX and I am from Chennai. I am currently studying Finance
and Economics at Hong Kong University. I was raised in Bengalu and
when I was 18 I moved to Hong Kong to take my university study. Last
year I went to London to join the school's exchange program. During my
exchange I went backpacking with other backpackers from all over the
world to other countries across Europe. It was a fun experience. I think I
have been fortunate enough to be able to live in different parts of the world
and thus be able to broaden my horizon.
I have a strong interest in banking and financial services industry. The
reason is I'd like to leverage my detail-oriented mind and apply the skills
and knowledge that I have attained throughout my degree courses. I see
myself as a people-oriented and over-achiever person. I demonstrated this
through working in various group projects with different types of people in
which I had been able to perform well.
I would like to be part of your company to further develop myself in
banking field and to use my capabilities to serve both your company and
your clients.
(Note: all locations here are fiction, the rest is based on my factual
experience even though some parts have been distorted a little bit. The
purpose is just to let you know a structure of self-introduction that I think
is good and appropriate.)
FOR EXAMPLE:4
Good morning sir/madam,
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It's my pleasure to introduce myself. I'm sunil from delhi. Currently, I'm
pursing my final year electronics and communication engineering from
meri college of engg n tech with an aggregate of 79%. I completed my +2
from government co edu senior secondary school also I have done my
schooling from same school
My father is a government employee and my mother is house wife
My strengths are my attitude that I like to take challenges that I CAN do it,
self motivated person, self disciplined I am a good team player as well as
has a good ability to lead the team. I can adopt to any kind of environment.
I am a good listener and quick learner.
My weakness is I can nottolrete any leniency in work
My short term goal is I want a such a platform where I can grow my career
along with the organisation growth like yours and.
My Long term goal is I want to be one of the reason for the success of the
organisation and I want to see your organisation as a bench mark to other
organisations
Thats all about me sir. Thank you for giving me such a wonderful
oppurtunity.
FOR EXAMPLE:5
Good morning sir/madam;
Firstly I would like to thank you for giving me this opportunity and it's my
pleasure to introduce myself.
I am arun from erode tamilnadu. I completed my BCOM with CA from
arulanadar college it affiliated to Madurai kamaraj university with 64.5%
and i have completed my +2 from government higher secondary school
with 63.58%.I have done my schooling from same school.
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Telling me about my family my mother working in school my father was
passed away And coming to my hobbies are net surfing, playing chess.
I am fresher and have no work experience in any company.
My strength is i can adopt easily in any type of environment.
My short term goal is to get placed in a reputed company like yours which
will give me an opportunity to enhance my skills and Knowledge.
My long term goal would be reaching the higher position in your company.

That's all about me sir .Thank you for giving such a wonderful
opportunity.
FOR EXAMPLE:6
Good morning mam/sir.
It's my pleasure to introduce my self. Well, I'm VINITHA born and raised
in Anantapur.
I have done my schooling in Little flower Montessori English Medium High
School with, then I did my plus 12 from NARAYANA JR COLLEGE and
now I'm pursuing my final year B-Tech from CBIT.
My strengths are my attitude that I like to take challenges that I CAN do it,
my way of thinking that I take both success and failure in a balanced
manner.
I don't like to say weakness but I like to say scope for improvement that is I
won't leave any ask in completely, I believe in my self and my hard work
and I want perfection in every thing.
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My short term goal is I want a such a platform where I can grow my career
along with the organisation growth like yours and.
My Long term goal is I want to be one of the reason for the success of the
organisation and I want to seeyourorganisation as a bench mark to other
organisations.
My ethic is "i never neglect an opportunity for my improvement".
Thats all about me sir. Thank you for giving me such a wonderful
oppurtunity.
FOR EXAMPLE:7
Good morning sir/madam;
Firstly I would like to thank you for giving me this opportunity and it's my
pleasure to introduce myself.
I am satyagiri from A.P. I have completed my M.C.A from swami
ramananda college of engineering with an aggregate of 74%.I completed
my UG from Ekashila college it affiliated to kakatiya university with 60%
and i have completed my +2 from s.v college with 65%.I have done my
schooling from Z.P,H.S high school.
Telling me about my family bock ground my father is former and my
mother is helping to my father.we are four siblings my elder brother is
teacher and my younger brothers are studying.And coming to my hobbies
are net surfing,playing cricket.
I am fresher and have no work experience in any company.
My strength is i can adopt easily in any type of environment.
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My short term goal is to get placed in a reputed company like yours which
will give me an opportunity to enhance my skills and Knowledge.
MY long term goal is i want to be one of the reason for success of the
organization and i want to be one of responsible person in organization
growth.
that's all about me sir .Thank you for giving such a wonderful opportunity.
FOR EXAMPLE:8
Good evening sir/madam
I am glad to be here for this interview.thanks for given this chance to show
myself.
My name is XXX from YYY.I have a B.Tech degree with a major in
Information Technology field.Graduated in XXX college in 2011 and
secured 74% mark in degree.
I am seeking an opportunity to work as a software engineer.Asi have the
necessary skills you specified for the educational qualification and having
solution based thinking in every tasks,I will work in time and fulfill the
tasks allotted to me.
I was not achieve big,buti was the one of the good in the environment imet.I
got prizes for my academic excellence.
My good thing is positive thinking.My negative point is i would like to do
everything with myself,its from my childhood habit and i get some more
experience by being like this.
My goal:i always wants to finish my every day work correctly.It will lead
me to a good position.
My roll model is YYYY because of his effective use of time and the way
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communicate with others.
Telling about my family background,My mum is working as a school
teacher and my sister is studying BE.As my mum and relatives are
educated,i bought up by them well discipline and correct in my work.
I am expecting to be a colleague in someday.
FOR EXAMPLE:9
Good morning sir/madam,
I am MukeshKumar,Basically I am from Bihar.I belongs to
VaishaliDistrict.I am belongs to a family where discipline does matter.My
father is in police department and my mother is housewife. I have 2 brother
and 2 sister.
About My qualification, I have completed Bachelor of engg.
fromcecbilaspur in the year 2011. I have done +2 from
KendriyaVidyalayaJawaharnagar located at Bihar and I have done
schooling from sitamarhi high school which is near at my hometown.
A part from that I have also completed MCP Certtification in ASP.NET
with version 2.0.
I am a good listener as well as good learner.I can hard work to achieve my
targets in time. I am self confident,positive attitude and patience.
My hobbies including to help my mother in her some time work and
listining music.
My short term goal is to join your organization and enhance my skills. My
long term goal is to see your organization at peak level where I am one of
the person responsible for it.
About My achievements I have choosen vice president of my college in my
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final year and I have scored 83% in MCP certification.
My weakness is fear,But I will overcome from this.
FOR EXAMPLE:10
(This is not a big introduction.Try to say it and you will see it finishes in
less than 2mins.But I occasionally added some comments with in () to give
you some tips.I hope it helps)
Hello Sir/mam;
It's my pleasure to introduce myself to you.My name is
YashaswiniMohanty.I was born and raised in Cuttack city of Odisha.I
completed my education from there as well(Not mentioning the details of
education,because it's already on my cv).
I have a beautiful family of five members.My father is a retired
GovtEmployee.My mother is a homemaker.I have two elder sisters and
both of them work in different MNCs.
My hobbies are drawing,painting,reading books(say this only if you read
some nice motivational books.They might ask you to name some of the
books you read. Then if you will say something like Harry Potter and
Twilight,it will show how childish you are.)
My achievements are,I was selected as the class representative in my
college.(Shows your managerial skills).I self taught myself photoshop and
participated in many online digital art competitions.I was selected in State
Talent Scholarship Examinations conducted by World Health & Education
services of Odisha.I have participated in many blood donation camps by
Red Cross Organizations.
My greatest strength are I'm a fast learner,smart and hard
worker.(Mention Hardwork after Smart work.They always need organized
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smart worker than hard but dumb workers.I was told this by a HR and
member of interview panel board.)My greatest weakness are my love for
food,but I'm trying to overcome that.(You can add something really
unimportant thing that won't affect your work.Or you can say my
weakness I don't have any real time experience in the software field as I'm
a fresher.As said by JothiBoss,but different interviewers can take different
meaning out of it.)
My short term goal is to be placed in a MNC and my long term goal is to be
the member of the team that is responsible for the success of the
organization I'm placed in.
That is all about myself and thank you for giving me an opportunity to
introduce myself to you.
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